### Interagency Aviation Training Subcommittee
#### Request for Change

**Requestor:** (check applicable boxes)

- [ ] BIA
- [ ] BLM
- [ ] BOEM
- [ ] FWS
- [ ] BOR
- [ ] BSEE
- [ ] FWS
- [ ] NPS
- [ ] NSF
- [ ] OAS
- [ ] States
- [ ] USFS
- [ ] USGS
- [ ] NWCG Committee
- [ ] Other

**Contact Information:**

Name: This item was sitting as request in the IAT ongoing items without and RFC

Agency: 

Home Unit: ____________________________

Contact #: ____________________________

Email: ____________________________

Date Submitted: 6/26/2019

**Describe the Proposed Change** *(Provide a concise description):*

A-203 Basic Airspace to be required for Flight Follower training plan.

**Description of the Issue/Reason for Change** *(Concise overview and background):*

Aircraft Dispatchers are required to take A-203. Flight followers are not currently required to take A-203. Flight followers have very basic duties mostly monitoring AFF and performing radio flight following with aircraft. It may make sense for flight followers to have training on the basics of airspace categories in order to understand the ramifications of aircraft moving from one category airspace to another. Since AFF does not show airspace boundaries, this may be a moot point.

**Systems Affected by Change** *(i.e., IAT Website, IAT Guide, Policy):*

Simple change to training plan if determined to be acceptable.

---

**For IATS Use Only**

IATS Tracking #: 19-06

Approval:

- [ ] Approved
- [X] Not Approved
- [ ] Pending

Date: 07/24/19

Name: Lea Weinkauf

Rationale:

*Attach any supporting documentation that may help to further explain the requested change.*